Global Connection and Exchange (GCE) Program
Afghan and American Pre-College Institute
Moini International Consulting (MIC)

Reporting Person: Abdul Qaum Almas
GCE Program Director, Afghanistan
Reporting Period: June 1 – July 31, 2010
Past Two Month Accomplishments:

The Global Connection and Exchange Program new students received 28 days
computer and Internet basic training to enable them to communicate effectively
with US students under GCE program objectives. The program provides
computer and Internet access to the students here in Jalalabad to work on
collaborative projects with the US students.
GCE Project students actively take part in Face book, Ning, Internet sites
discussions and other educational and social networks. GCE students
communication is based on the monthly topics, they received from the US GCE
team. All students who have been participating in GCE Program usually attend
first 28 days training (pre-course), meanwhile they receiving comprehensive
training and learning materials to become fully acquainted with thought
programs. By the time the students learned basic computer programs and
become acquainted with educational and social online networks, and then further
training is provided by GCE IT trainers to fully acquaint them with ICT
technology.
GCE program has been in progress perfectly in the following Schools:
1. College of Education Training Center (CETC)
2. Rotary boys & girls High School
3. Bi Bi Zainab Girls High School
4. Wazeer Mohammed Gul Khan boys & Girls High School
5. Bi Bi Aisha Girls High School
6. Abdul Wakil boys High School
7. Bi Bi Mariam Girls High School
8. Professional Institute of Agricultural
9. Professional Institute of Technical
10. Mia Omer High School

With the collaboration of Nangarhar Education Directorate and Education
Faculty of Nangarhar University, The Internet connection speed in GCE sites has
been upgraded to 1Mb except of Bi Bi Maryam High school.
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College of Education Training Center (CETC): twenty one ‘21’ computers
were connected with 2 Mbps bandwidth Internet Connection speed. three ‘2’
girls from Bi Bi Hawa girls high school, ‘12’ boys from Chicknawri High
School, 31 boy students and 11 girls from Tajrobawi Boys High School, three
‘4’ boy students from Shaheed Muhammad Arif School and 25 Male students
and 2 female students from Education Faculty of Nangarhar University
participated in GCE Program in eight sessions, from 7:00 Am-2:00 Pm, Saturday
till Thursday. Total 87 students were enrolled in GCE program in this reported
period in CETC computer lab:

1. Bi Bi Hawa Girls High School
2. Naazoo Anna Girls High School
3. Tajrobavie Girls High School
4. Chicknoawri Boys High School
5. Tajrobavie Boys High School
6. Shaheed Mohammad Arif Boys High School
7. Education Faculty female Students
8. Education Faculty Male Students



Rotary High School: 08 computers were connected via Wi-Max with 1Mbps
bandwidth speed, 48 Boy and 24 girl students joining GCE program in both June
& July month in seven sessions,
4 classes for boys and 3 classes
for girls, they attend classes
from 07:00 Am- 2:00 PM,
Saturday till Sunday.



Bi Bi Zainab Girls High School: 20 computers were connected via Wi-MAX
device now upgraded to
1Mbps bandwidth
speed, Total 58 in June
& 57 in July girls
students from Bi Bi
Zainab girls High
School were enrolled in
GCE program, they
attend classes from
7:00 Am-02:00PM,
Saturday till Sunday.
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Mia Omar High School: 10 computers were connected via Wi-MAX device
Upgraded to 1Mbps bandwidth speed, 36 male students joining GCE program in
both June and July moth ; they attend classes from 7:00 Am- 2:00 PM, Monday
till Tuesday, .



Bi Bi Aysha Girls High School: 15 computers were connected via Wi-MAX
device with 1 Mbps bandwidth
speed, 67 in June & 71 in July
girls’ students joining GCE
program at 8 sessions, they attend
classes from 7:00 Am- 2:00 PM,
Saturday till Sunday,



Abdul Wakil High School: 10
computers were connected via
Wi-MAX device upgraded to
1Mbps bandwidth speed, in total
62 in June & 60 in June male
students are joining GCE program , they attend classes from 7:00 Am- 2:00 PM,
Monday till Tuesday, in total 62 students participated from Abdul Wakil School
in GCE program at the reported month.



Bi Bi Maryam Girls High School: 08 computers, one projector along with
screen, a scanner, and a printer including other required equipments in Bi Bi
Maryam Girl High school which is located in Daruanta, 40 girl students in both
June and July month are joining GCE program, the classes are opening from
7:00 PM- 2:00 PM, Saturday up to Sunday, Totally 40 students participated from
Bi Bi Maryam High School during the reported period. The lab will connect with
Internet Connection soon in the future.
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Wazeer Muhammad Gull Khan Girls & Boys high school: 20 desktop
Pentium 4 high quality computers were connected to the Internet Connection in
the mentioned computer Lab. 38 female students & 35 male students t Join GCE
program in both June & July month from 07:00 AM to 2:00 PM Saturday till
Monday.

GCE staff had an online video conference call with Mom Fary Moini
On June 1st, 2010 our all GCE Male staff had an online video conference call with
Respected Fary MOINI in GCE office, they all shared their nice ideas with Mom Fary,
the main discussion was bout the summer plan our all staff decided to do more and more
struggle for GCE program, Fary Moini appreciated our GCE program members, she
gave some nice and positive tips for the betterment of GCE program, at this she faced
with three new teachers Shohab from Mia Omer High School, Hidayat from
Agricultural High School and Wajohullah from Technical High School. The conference
call ended happily and all the GCE staff was happy from Fary Moini and each others.
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GCE Afghanistan Male Students Celebrated the Mother’s day
On June 14, 2010 GCEP male students held an event for Mother’s day. The GCEP
Country director Abdul Qaum Almas, IT Coordinator and all IT Trainers, education
department acting director, school principle and school teachers participated in this
lovely event.
Mr. Almas briefed the mother’s values in our lives and said that the Mother's Day is an
occasion when individuals express their loves and respects that they have for their
mothers. It's time to pamper her for all she has done for us over the years. On Mother's
Day you can tell your Mom that she will always be important to you all and that you
will continue to love her for ever. One of GCE students Mr. Shoja presented his nice
poems to the participants of the event; one of GCE male IT Trainers presented his
prepared presentation about the mother. The event ended with a great environment and
respected participants appreciated the GCE’s unforgettable activities.
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Mid Wifery Computer Lab setup
After completion of some setups we started the Midwifery setup, the GCE IT trainers
brought a very new Wimax, Router, Switch, Cat6 Cables and some other necessary
items, 1st Mr. Almas
started the setup and
checked net Cables,
then the GCE IT
Trainers carried on
the work, this time
we had two Labs
setup one for doctors
section and another
for Nursing section,
after hard working
when the Trainers
finished the setup the
they installed fresh
copies of windows
Xp,
then
they
installed
Norton
Antivirus 2010 and
updated the software, the new open office were installed in each system and our IT
Trainer Ziaurrehman guide them how to use the internet and taught them some good
lessons of the internet.
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Video conference call between US and GCE Afghanistan
On June 16, 2010, 7:00PM students from US. Had a video conference call with the GCE
Afghanistan students. The start of the conference was introduction from US students.
They introduce their selves (Jalissa, Orlando Smith, Tania, Junior, Paul, Mila and other)
after that GCE Afghanistan Introduced their selves (Haroon Ahmadi, Ulfat Kazimi,
Nasrat, Tamim, Ihsanullah, Zakir, Qais Ahmad, Abdul Aziz Shoja, Ezatullah and Nasir).
Students from both sides asked and answered each other and Cynthia appreciated our
students, then she congratulated Mr. Almas for his newly born son (Saboor).at the end
the students from both sides promised each other for having such kinds of conference
calls.
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Charity Ceremonies Held in all GCE Lab
The charity ceremonies held in our all male and female schools GCEP computer lab.
The ceremonies started by reciting a few verses of the Holy Quran.
These charity ceremonies were for the betterment of the GCE Program in the future, the
Schools principals, teachers, students; IT Trainers and CGE students participated in
charity ceremonies.
Each male and female student was very happy performing such kinds of ceremonies the
teachers and principals were really appreciated the CGE Team and they requested for
doing more ceremonies in the future.
After finishing the Holy Quran’s recitation, all teachers and students prayed together for
having a bright future and successes for the CGE program.
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Father’s day celebrated for the first time ever in Jalalabad,
Nangarhar, Afghanistan by GCE members
On June 20, 2010 a ceremony held for the father’s day celebrations for the first time
ever in all over Jalalabad, Nangarhar, Afghanistan.
Hundreds of GCE students celebrated father’s day, students from Mia Omer High
School, Abdul Wakil High School, Agricultural High School, Technical High School,
Bi Bi Aisha girls High School, Bi Bi Zainab girls High School, Wazeer M.G.K, Rotary
girls and boys High School, Students from CETC Lab and Medical School students
celebrated the father’s day in CETC Lab, included Country Director Mr. Almas and all
IT Trainers..
The ceremony started with a few verse of Holy Quran, the Medical School IT Trainer
explained the history of the father’s day and shared his nice ideas with all the
participants.
Students from all these labs presented their own written speeches and they explained
their concepts about the fathers’ rights. At the end all the participants appreciate the
GCE Team for arranging such a beneficial ceremony.

The country director is briefing the Father’s rights on the children
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GCEP Summer English Teachers first ever online video conference
with Marla
Creating Learner-Centered Classrooms Using Technology, the Summer Teacher
Institute for this summer 2010 is already underway (July-August). The Institute follows
a facilitated online model, including the following steps: 1. Master Teacher Marla
Federe sends out the introduction to the lesson, which in most cases includes a
PowerPoint presentation of key concepts, corresponding required readings, and study
questions. 2. After reviewing and studying these documents, the Afghan teacher
participants get together in a circle group meeting with the local facilitator (Almas
Qaum) and discuss the study questions. 3. Once this is done, Marla conducts Skype
conference calls with participants and facilitator. She leads the class from here, but
Almas ensures that everyone gets an equal chance to speak. 4. Marla then assigns a
follow-up application assignment, which the students submit to her directly. She
reviews it, and give feedback to students from here. The cycle then repeats for the next
topic. This Summer Series is intended for current high school classroom English
teachers. GCEP IT Trainers are also encouraged to participate so that they can work
with the classroom instructors to support the extension of classroom learning through
the use of technology.

GCE Summer Activities
Parents Meeting of GCE students
We are implementing the process of summer plan in our all GCE labs.
It is extremely important to have good working relationships between parents and
teachers. A parent is really the child's first teacher and critical to student success is the
involvement of the parent. It is critical that both parent and teacher know that the goals
for the child are indeed shared goals; both teacher and parent want what is best for the
child/student
We discuss with parents the below activities:
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Sending
invitation
card,
arranging the meeting hall,
Welcome parents at the door
and thank them for coming,
Briefing
about
GCE
activities, Parents comments
regarding their GCE students,
Principal,
Teachers,
community elders share their
thoughts regarding GCE
project.
To help parents and teachers
communicate
more
effectively. To learn how
parents and teachers have
different ways of achieving
the same goal. To let the parents know what special services will be available, and ask
them to notify us if they'll require any kinds of services.

Participating of Round Table for the first time in GCE Sites
This Round Table is holding every week during summer.
Purpose of the round table:
Is to persuade students for joining information about the round table and students would
be able to talk about any issue any where in this round table every week students talks
on different issues as we talked this week about the upcoming parliament election as the
students are youth so this round table will really help them to feel their responsibilities
and to vote that candidate who really deserve this post.
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Workshops held in our Labs about Narcotics and Drugs
According to summer activities the IT Trainers decided to arrange workshops against
the drug users, now a days our youth are facing with drugs and many of them are using
the Narcotics and drugs, the country director E-mailed to all the IT Traniers to arrange
workshops about this issue, then the Trainers did workshops about the Narcotics and
drugs, the students and the IT Trainers discussed the good and bad result of using drugs.
And all the participants promised that they will guide the youth of the current generation
and will avoid them using the drugs.
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GCE Best Activities in Educational System
On July 6, 2010 WMGK High School GCE members held work shop about the GCE
Program Best Activities in the Educational System and Communication until to denote
to the society and spread and rise the sound that the GCE Program is the Non Profit,
helping in the Educational and mind Expanding Programs, GCE IT trainers, School
Principle, School Teachers and some School students participated in mentioned
workshop, the IT presented his prepared presentation, he explained the GCE
background to the participants, during his speech he told to the participants that at the
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beginning the people had misunderstanding about GCE Program, when ever the youth
entered in this Program and cleared the path of this program to their families then their
families got impressed from GCE Program and they all appreciated the GCE Program
and its staff. The School Principle briefed how to get the best education in our society
and he advised the students not to waste their times. Then he said that GCE is the
Program which shows the youth's in action to the society and familiarize the youth with
the Technology and inform them from the world, at the end he increased about Small
grant Projects of GCE Program for the Participants such as Water Tank, Trash bin,
Painting, Plantation and environment cleaning then he mentioned Wazeer Muhammad
Gull Khan High School's Water Tank Project which has been finished with success and
managed the facility for the school students at the end he thanked to the people who
took part in this work shop and persuaded the students and youth to take part in such
kinds of workshops.

Parents Meeting held in all GCE Labs
In order to keep parents informed, schools must invite all parents of GCE students participating
in programs and encourage them to attend their regular lessons, and this means all parents
should be invited in each school, so they will realized why their sons and daughters are coming
to the schools, when ever parents meet the teachers then the parents get informed from their
children’s abilities. Thus all GCE Program IT Trainers held the parents meeting in their labs, at
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first the IT Trainers explained all the GCE activities and they requested the parents or the elders
to join us always, during the meeting the parents discussed the GCE activities and they shared
their respected ideas with the GCE IT Trainers and students. And they also encouraged and
advised them and said not to waste your time. If the time passed it won’t come back therefore
we need to work hard in result we will get many successes in our lives, and we will stand by our
own feet and serve for the humanity and society. At the parents appreciated the GCE Team and
its hard working.

Video Show in Wakil High School GCE Computer lab
A Video show was held on July 11, 2010 at Abdul Wakil High School GCE computer
lab. As we all know that the IT trainer Ziaurrehman always does his best for GCE
Program, at this is time he did different job, he start working for his students English
improving in video show. The purpose of this video show was to provide students with
better English learning opportunities during summer vocations.
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This program was a story to help students learn English it is a course with video
Episodes each video episode has three parts with discussion session.
At first Mr. Ziaurrehman “Samsoor” IT trainer of Abdul Wakil High School talked
about the worth and significance of English language and he presented information
about the mentioned video program to the students.
Then the video show has played on projector-slide show to the students about 30
minutes after watching video students have discussed with each others about the several
parts of the video and shared the main idea of the video show with each others.

Video Conference Call between CETC Female Students and
Bibi Aisha Girls High School
On July 11- 2010 Sunday Morning at 8:00 am there was a video call between CETC
Female students and Bibi Aisha girl High school.
The starting of the video call was introduction between each other, before introduction
every one was impatiently looking forward to hear their friends name and to see their
faces. After the introduction the communication discussion started, both side discussed
their questions, first of all CETC students asked their questions and after that Bibi Aisha
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students asked their question and both of them answered clearly the questions for each
other, During the conference the students were really feeling happy seeing each other
face to face, a student from CETC computer lab asked "I read all your comments but I
didn’t see you face to face now I am really happy to see you by my eyes and it’s a great
memo of my life” These students had relationship in Facebook and GCE Ning sites and
they wanted to hold up a conference in order to meet each other face to face.
The conference call ended at 9:30AM with a very good environment and they promised
each other for having such kinds of conference calls in the future.

The TB Control program
On July 14/ 2010 the
Agriculture and Technical
Institutes held a workshop
about the TB which is a
common and often deadly
infectious disease caused by
various
strains
of
mycobacterium,
usually
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis in humans. Tuberculosis usually attacks the lungs but can
also affect other parts of the body. It is spread through the air, when people who have
the disease cough, sneeze, or spit. Most infections in humans result in an asymptomatic,
latent infection, and about one in ten latent infections eventually progresses to active
disease, which, if left untreated, kills more than 50% of its victims. The workshop
started with a few Verses of the Holy Quran, the IT Trainers from both Institutes
presented their prepared presentation, and they deeply explained the mentioned disease,
the Trainers guided the Participants how to keep their environments clean, when ever
some one get involve in this decease he or she should urgently contact to the doctor,
some of the students also shared their thoughts regarding the mentioned workshop they
said that we will guide our all relatives and we hope that our society wont face this
danger decease. At the end all the participants really appreciated and desired for such
kinds of workshops.

Leadership Workshop
A workshop held in Bibi Zainab High School GCE lab about Leader and Leadership on
17,July, 2010 IT Trainer M.Arif Provided a great Presentation about Leader and its all
functions, Kinds of leaders and many more the students really enjoyed they requested to
have such workshop more about all those that they can help them.

LEADER
Leader is a person who inspires and influences people to reach a destination and to
accomplish any task, or project and achieve goal.

LEADERSHIP
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Leadership is the art of influencing others to performance their maximum to accomplish
any task, objectives or project.
L = f (l, f, s)
L = Leadership
f = functions
l = leader
f = followers
s = situation
then she explained, Types of
Leadership, Participative leader,
Democratic Leader, Transactional
Leader,
Laissez-faire
leader,
Charismatic
Leader,
Transformational Leader and Traits
of Leader. At the end she asked the students and the students answered her, then all the
students shared their ideas with each others and the workshop ended with a superior
environment.

CETC computer lab held a workshop about HIV
On July 19, 2010 from 10:00 am till 1:00 Pm, students for summer activities held a
workshop due to converse about the HIV and its bad result.
As HIV is an update issue and many people involved with this illness we proud to find
out why these people involved with this illness and how to protect people from this
disease. The workshop started with some Verse of the Holy Quran, then the IT Trainer
welcomed all the students to the workshop and explained the purposes of this workshop,
after that all participants shared their ideas about HIV disease, when the students shared
their idea for more information prepared presentation presented by (Ulfat Kazemi), He
briefly explained "What are AIDS and HIV? The outlook from which we understand a
person is involved with HIV, How HIV transfer from one person to another, how to deal
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with this disease, How Youth could able to prevent their selves from this disease? And
other
important
points"
During the workshop presentation each student shared his idea about each slide, the
students were as talented as they could talked in medically about this issue.
During the workshop we divided the students into three groups to discuss all the points.
As we know that most of the people involve with HIV from the barberry tools and as the
barbers use different tools in their shops we encouraged our students to go to some
barbers shops to check how the situation is? The students gave some information to the
barbers
and
encourage
them
to
be
careful
in
these
points.
These activities encourage our youth that what are their responsibilities being youth in
community
and
meanwhile
they
learned
about
more
points.
The workshop ended with a great environment and the IT Trainer thanked all the
students for their thoughtful information, discussing and encouraged them to be active
in their daily activities.

Workshop about plan
On July 21/2010 both Agriculture and
technical students and IT Trainers
participated in a workshop the workshop
organized about plan.
Teachers and Students both presented some
information in their prepared presentation
and discussed the advantages of plan. First
both IT Trainers presented some useful
information about plan and mentioned the
benefits of plan in daily life and then some
students talked about plan and indicated
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their views. Hameed Batoor said, Plan has many advantages one of the big benefit of
plan is that it helps us in achieving our goals and targets. It means that we can easily
achieve our targets. And also plan is one of the essential steps for the human activities
and he added that it is better if every one has a plan and work through his or her plan.
At the end of the workshop all students judged that plan is the door of Success and plan
can eliminate every kind of problems.

GCEP Mia Omer High School Held a workshop why Youth
are involving and engaging with drugs
On July 18, 2010, 8:30 am up to 10:00 am there was a workshop in Miaomer High
School computer lab, the workshop was about (how to stop using the drugs and why
Youth are involving with drugs) the workshop started by some Holy Verse of the Holy
Quran, after that the IT Trainer Welcomed all students of the workshop and explained
the purpose of the workshop, then presented all the slides of the presentation briefly to
the students, the students were also sharing their ideas about issues and points during the
workshop. The students shared their idea about each point, which were "Why Youth are
involving with drugs? The conclusion and result of using the drugs, Islam and using of
Drugs, How to stop using of drugs, how to encourage youth stopping drugs and make
them persuasive taking the way of education? And other important points"
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During the workshop there was a question discussion, the IT Trainer asked a question
from the discussion and gave all the students five minutes for discussing with each
others, after that the IT trainer let each one of them to share their ideas regarding the
question. The IT trainer also asked a question, who can take a part in removing sadness
from the families who are facing with narcotics, after that all students raised their hands
and told we are all ready to bring happiness for our country and remove such bad things
from our country. The workshop ended with good environment and all the students
thanked their teacher for providing such workshops and they told we would love to have
such workshops in the future due to improve our knowledge skills and to know which
activities we have as youth.

HOW TO FIGHT AGAINST IGNORANCE
GCE WMGK H.S held a workshop on July 17, 2010 in the GCE computer Lab the
purpose of this workshop was (HOW TO FIGHT AGAINST IGNORANCE) About
this topic students brought more and meaningful information and distributed their minds
and share their own concept about this issue
At first IT Trainer of
Wazeer Muhammad
Gull
Khan
H.S
expressed
his
emotions about GCE
Programs and told the
students' ignorance is
where someone or
something
is
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uninformed. This should not be- confused with being unintelligent, as one's level of
intelligence and level of education or general awareness are not the same? Then he gave
information about from which language this
Ignorance word has come he increased it’s an adjective describing a person in the state
of being unaware If you find yourself in an interracial friendship or relationship, there
are many things you can do, to better understand another's culture. As your relationship
strengthens, you may find yourself dealing with racism, but through communication,
you may be better equipped to handle ignorance.
Then one of the GCE students Team Leader and new Representative
Nasser “Ahmad” explained his comments about this topic and increased it is not late
yet lets get education and fight against ignorance and tear out the darkness of undulates
then he present his presentation to the students in which displays the profit of education
and loss of ignorance at the end he admire the GCE Program best activities in the
education process and persuade the students to take part in the GCE daily plan and do
more and at the end he thankful from the guest some students invited their elder brothers
and they promised we are stand with GCE Program Shoulder by Shoulder then some
other students talked about the betterment of education and loss of Ignorance the
workshop end with some verse of Holy Quran.

How to keep environment clean?
On July 21, 2010 The Bi Bi Aisha Girls’ High GCE students including IT Trainer held a
workshop (How to Keep Environment Clean).The environment is our surroundings.
There are trees, plants, flowers, waterfalls, forests, mountains, water etc. every people
can't live without this environment and all of us want this environment to spend our
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lives, so we get many things from environment, for example water, trees, air etc. if we
clean this surroundings all of us can be healthy and strong live, so we must clean our
environment, but today's populations are increasing, Many people put garbage to the
water and some people when they eat on the ways then they throw the garbage on Road
sides, so we decide not to pollute the environment, these pollutions cause many kinds of
diseases. When environment is being polluted so, everyone has only one question on his
/ her lips and mind, how to save environment from being polluted. How to protect earth
from disaster? The strongest way to protect environment is to keep plants and trees.
Trees are one of the main creations of The Almighty Allah that play an important role to
keep air clean. If there will be no fresh air available then how will human beings,
animal, and birds be alive? Therefore, many big organizations, schools, and colleges are
taking initiatives to save trees for a better future, clean air, and unpolluted environment,
in short healthy life for living objects. The IT Trainer discussed regarding selected topic
that how to keep and safe our environment clean and every students shared their
thoughts and discussed with each others, During the workshop a presentation presented
by the IT Trainer of Bi Bi Aisha High School, students learned a lot from this
presentation, the students wished that they will have such interesting workshops in the
future for the improvement and awareness of these students,

A workshop, How to Keep Clean Our Environment
Held at Rotary High school
On July 19th 2010 at 10:00 am a workshop seized at Rotary High School. IT trainer
Fazlullah Sadiq prepared a superb presentation for Rotary High School GCE students.
At first Fazlullah Sadiq explained the presentation, in which information and pictures
were included about, how to
keep clean our environment,
Fazlullah enhanced that health
is the fewer of Allah and we
must take care of health, if we
have good health we can learn,
teach and can help others, if we
have health disease, so we
can’t, learn , teach and we will
have the problem for other
members of our house and
society, so we must advise to
others and we guide our
society members to keep clean
the environment.
Fazlullah Sadiq showed the
pictures of those people who have cleaned the environment they are healthful and
stronger and are those who don’t have clean environment, so they are always sick and
unpleasant. Then Rotary GCE students talked number by number about that topic
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At the end whole Rotary team got out and informed other people for cleaning their
environment and explained them the benefits.

GCE Program Representatives Meeting
On July 21, Afghanistan Project Director, Abdul Qayum Almas, met with seven GCE
Student Council members for the first time to discuss the Council’s role and
responsibilities. Congratulating the winners, Mr. Almas briefed them on recent activities
and encouraged them to hold
meetings at their schools to
garner new ideas and find
solutions to challenging
issues. Unprecedented in
Jalalabad
society,
high
school Council member sand
their alternates were elected
through an open, democratic
process – nominations and
elections were completed
entirely
online.
Those
interested in serving on the
Council responded to three
questions that focused on
motivation, character qualities and creativity. After reading the responses, students from
each school submitted their votes through an online poll and elected one representative
and an alternate from each school. Due to security and social concerns, Mr. Almas will
meet with female representatives separately.
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An Aid Box Opening Ceremony Held on July 25, 2010
in the WMGK H.S GCE Computer Lab
The purpose of this opening was that GCE Program is one of the Educational,
Communication Program which attract the students for online learning programs and
support the Afghanistan Youths specially youths of Nangarhar Province Jalalabad city
and makes the facilities and opportunities for the students to learn via of Internet and
modern Technologies and find out the chances for students communicate as online with
outdoor students until share their ideas with each other to talk about the daily Issues and
Topics and has been managed more facilities for the students in Jalalabad there fore
GCE WMGK high school students decided to make an (Aid Box ) which is useable at
the time of emergency or other types of small working, by making of workshops,
parents meeting and repairing damage apparatus of school, Ceremonies and in the
GCE Computer Lab.
At the beginning IT Trainer
“Hamdard” and Academic
assistance
of
Wazeer
Muhammad Gull Khan High
School put money in the
AID
BOX
then
Representative and other
students by line put their
money in the treasure.
At first Mr. “Hamdard” IT
Trainer of WMGK high
school
appreciated
the
students and showed his
pleasure by making of an
AID BOX he told in his
speech to the students this is
the available step which shows the youth feels and love with GCE programs and gave
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more information for the promoting of GCE programs and motivate the students to take
part like this kind of best activities in make workshops and conferences by different
Issues and told the students GCE is stand behind up yours this available step is going to
bring efficient changes in the GCE Programs and this step will be inspire All the GCE
students to make and do best activities at the end he thankful from the active students
and promised we will keep on this kind best activities too if God is willing in the
subsequence .

Workshop of Planning Held in Bibi Zainb high school
GCE Computer Lab
Bibi Zainab High school Held a workshop about planning strategies and Functions in an
office or Vast Businesses and the workshop presentation was presented and prepared by
the council candidate Nadia Usafzai, 26, 7, 2010, Monday at 9:00am and these are the
issues about planning she mentioned
DEFINITION AND KINDS OF PLANNING
Kinds of Planning:
1. Strategic planning/long term Planning
2. Tactical planning/medium term Planning
3. Operational planning/short term
Planning
PLANNING AND PERFORMANCE
To enhance performance we make
planning and to increase quality with
less cost we struggles for higher
performance for which planning is
needed. Weak Planning +Good
Implementation=Weak performance
Good Planning+ Weak
implementation= Weak Performance
PURPOSES OF PLANNING

1. Provides direction
2. Reduces Uncertainty and Risk
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Planning reduces wasteful activities.
Minimizes Mistakes
Provide standards for controlling
Performance can be improved.

Education is the source of promotion
On July 26th 2010 Rotary High school made a workshop, education is the source of
promotion. Rotary High school GCE IT trainer Fazlullah Sadiq prepared a good
presentation about that topic, much information was included in presentation.
At first Fazlullah Sadiq explain the presentation and showed many example of educated
people that they got education and then they promoted.
Fazlullah increased that are those who have education mean they have eyes they know
each wrights, they are polite
friendlier, honorable and helpful
with others they are the people
who promoted their country.
And are those who don’t have
any education they are backward
people, their countries are
backward and their lives are
backward, so education is
incumbent on men and women
In edition Rotary GCE students
talked number by number and
they talked about the benefits of
education and gave many
examples.
At the end GCE IT trainer
Fazlullah Sadiq stressed on
students that they must get
education and don’t waste their time. He talked about the facilities that the GCE gave to
whole students and he told that we should never forget these facilities, cooperation and
keen love from Mom Fary Moini, Steven brown and respected teacher Abdul Qaum
Almas, long live for us and for them.
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GCEP Mia Omer High School Held a workshop (let's
keep our environment safe and clean)
On July 27, 2010, 10:00 am till 12:00 pm there was a workshop in Mia Omer High
School computer lab, the workshop was about keeping environment safe and clean, the
workshop started by a few Holy Verse of the Holy Quran, after that the IT Trainer
Welcomed all students to the workshop and explained the purpose of the workshop, then
explained all the slides of the presentation briefly to the students, the students were also
sharing their ideas about issues and points during the workshop.
During the workshop there was a question discussion, the IT Trainer asked a question
for the discussion and let all students five minutes for discussing with each others after
that the IT trainer let each one of them to share their ideas about the question.
During the workshop the IT Trainer encouraged the students for keeping clean
environment he take
out all the students to
the school area and he
cleaned up all area by
them, the students were
taking the papers and
put it in to the
Trashcan,
the
IT
Trainer also sent some
students
to
the
community for giving
information
about
keeping environment
safe and clean, from
these activities the
students got how to
keep environment safe
and clean and meanwhile they understand which activities and responsibilities they
have in the community .The workshop ended with a very good arranges and all the
students thanked their teacher for providing such workshops and they told we would
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love to have such workshops in the future due to improve our knowledge skill and to
know which activities we have as youth.

Workshop about Polio
GCE program has special purpose and aim which is consist from cooperating with each
others in society that how can we do services for people and countrymen because they
have rights of serving on us and we should take care of them because we are young’s
and young’s are energetic, fresh minded and they are the supporters of a society. on
July,28,2010 in both Agriculture and Technical Institutes a workshop held and was
about polio which is extremely dangerous for all and it is incurable disease if we don’t
pay attention to this dangerous sickness it will bring many sorrows to our society
therefore we held
this workshop for
this important issue,
first of all both
computer lab IT
trainers presented
some information
about Polio then
students
shared
their
information
with each others
and discussed the
way how we can
realize
people
about polio, all
participants promised that we will preach everywhere about this and if we find anyone
we will definitely cooperate and help him/ her.
At the end all participants were so happy from this workshop and prayed together may
Allah secure all human from every kind of diseases.

…………………………………. ……… End …………………………………………..
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